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Summary

• Objective: Current use of AI in Medicine. 

• AI for clinicians: How medicine is mixed with AI in hospitals. What AI enables to do. 
Positive and Negative Cases. 

• AI and Health Systems: How AI can predict the outcomes of a disease and thus 
reduce the cost of it. 

• AI and patients: How AI can improve the healthcare outside the hospitals. 

• AI and data analysis: How data mining and analytics can help in improving 
healthcare. 

• Negative uses and comparison with assisted driving.



AI for Clinicians



Do you think it should be done that way? Couldn’t it be used as an assistance to people?

It is always analyzed as a competition,  
human-vs-algorithm. 



Ascertaining an AUC does not mean your algorithm works in a real use case.

AI Chasm: An algorithm of AI is not worth for 
medicine if it is not proven useful.



For diagnosis in gastroenterology, AI colored pictures. 
Facebook posts to detect depression, suicide tendencies.

Medicine is not only diagnosis



AI and Health Systems



AI Ethics: Should we take care of someone even if there is only 25% chances of surviving?

Reduce costs up to what point.



AI only outputs conclusions based on previous facts? Can we predict the future? Specially in medicine?

AI may not be really good to predict the 
future.



AI cannot replace medicine.

Don’t you think AI can even be more valuable 
as an assistance to medicine?



Is AUC the best metric?  

Should we take into account other 
metrics?  

How can we ascertain that our model is 
valid for a real scenario?



AI and Patients



Use of machine learning for auxiliary tasks. Smartwatches and tracking devices.

Medicine outside hospitals and healthcare 
centers.



AI cryptography. Collaborative Medicine.



Limitations, Challenges and 
Assisted Driving.



Do you think AI should be used, even if we do not completely understand what it is 
undergoing behind?

Black Box of Algorithms



Do you think current measures grant privacy of your information? 
Do you think there is enough awareness about privacy and medical data?

Privacy and security must be assured.



What if the algorithm fails and turns against your well-being?

AI, inequities and ethics.



Do you agree on having a supervised AI?  
Do you think the hospital of the future is meant only for AI?

AI shall never be left alone in a hospital
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